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AN ABSTRACT OF THE TESTS OF 

Helene Michel Nabbout for Master of A r t s  
Maior: English Literature 

Title: Thoreau and Gibran's Defense of Unconventional Thought in Wulden and The 
Propher 

Henry David Thoreau and Kahlil Gibran wanted to give their readers a broader, 
more optimistic view of the world by showing that society is not infallible and its rules 
are not impervious to change. They saw that many peqle  are tTapped in unsatisfymg 
modes of life because they hold the pessimistic belief that the laws of civilization are 
unalterable, Many cannot see beyond the limits of social norms that are peculiar to a 
specific time and place. What Thoreau and Gibran wanted to communicate to their 
readers is that there are many ways to live and that the way most people live at a 
certain point in time should not be seen as sacrosanct. Waldepl and The Prophet are an 
affirmation of Thoreau and Gibran's belief that there is a fuller life beyond the 
institutions, Iaws, fashions and vocations of civilization. 

In their own lives Thoreau and Cribran were non-conformists who were sceptical 
of conventional mores. Furthermore, they were ardent spokesmen for freedom of 
thought. Both authors wished their writing to be an accurate expression of the ideal of 
self-realization which they defended throughout their lives. The first two chapters of the 
thesis discuss Thoreau and Gibran's nonconformance and their defence of Freedom of 
thought in their lives and their writing. 

Chapters three and four are dedicated to presenting the methods that Thoreau and 
Gibran use in Warden and The Prophet to undercut conventional mores and encourage 
their readers to experiment with new ideas. The precise terminology o f  Mihail Bakhtin 
provides a useful tool for the analysis of the nonconformist elements in Walden and The 
Prophet. Therefore, the two books are discussed with the aid of specific critical terms 
taken h m  Bakhtin' s The Dialogic Imagination and Rn belais a d  His World. 

The last chapter of the thesis provides a brief ovesview of the styIe and themes of 
each author. Despite the many similarities between the themes and approach of 
Thoreau's Wulden and Gibran's The Prophet, each author has a unique way of 
communicating his message of self-reliance. 


























































































































































































